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ABSTRACT
The article presents the results of geometric accuracy studies of the C45 steel elements
after laser cutting, and then subjected to finishing work. Burnishing and a combined
machining and burnishing were applied as finishing works. Geometric accuracy studies of the elements after laser cutting and after finishing work were conducted in accordance with the PN – EN ISO 9013: 2017 – 04 standard. It has been noted that the
finishing machining enables the improvement of geometric accuracy of the surface
after laser cutting. Machining of elements after laser cutting allows for a reduction
of the inclination index of the surface up to 42% with respect to the index value after
laser cutting. Finishing milling makes it possible to reduce the surface inclination
index more than twice. By performing burnishing of elements after laser cutting and
finishing milling, no significant improvement of the element accuracy is obtained.
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INTRODUCTION
The process of manufacturing machine components consists of a series of successive technological operations. Cutting is one of the first
operations, from which the technological process
of manufacturing the given element is usually
started. The division of material can be done by
mechanical means, e.g., cutting with scissors or
presses, or with thermal methods, which should
include plasma cutting, water-abrasive jet cutting,
or with oxygen and laser [5].
Laser cutting is a material division technology, which has been successfully used since the
70s of the XX century. The advantages of this
cutting method includes the lack of direct impact
through crushed material, on the material cut,
with a narrow cutting gap with a minimal deviation and even cutting area, ease of automation
and robotic cutting process and a broad range of
applications. The weaknesses and limitations of
the laser cutting technology include: maximal

thickness of materials cut limited to 20 – 25 mm,
structural changes in the material, resulting in
changes in the mechanical properties of structural
elements and special requirements regarding the
surface condition, chemical condition and physical properties of the materials cut [13, 14].
The course of the laser cutting process and
the quality of the final product directly depend on
the process parameters, such as: radiation modes,
beam parameter product, type of cutting gas, diameter of the gas supplying nozzle, beam diameter in the focus, focus location and cutting speed.
The quality and accuracy of the cut parts also affects the stability of the machine tool, as well as
the properties of the material cut, in particular the
absorption and thermal conductivity [4 – 6, 10].
Quality assessment of the edges and the surface after laser cutting is expressed by the following characteristic values based on the PN-EN ISO
9013: 2017 – 04 standard: rectangular tolerance
or inclination of the cutting surface – u, average
height of the cutting surface profile – Rz5, reduc267
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tion of the thickness of the element cut – Δa, cutting deviations – n, melting the top edge – r and
the occurrence of slag and solid droplets on the
lower cutting edge [18].
According to PN-EN ISO 9013: 2017 – 04,
the quality of components after thermal cutting
can be attributed to the quality class. The division
into appropriate groups is based on the characteristic values u and Rz5. The quality of components
after laser cutting is divided into 5 classes, where
class 1 corresponds to the highest cutting quality,
while class 5 is the lowest quality [18]. Referring
to the guidelines in this standard [18] it is proposed that the quality class 1 was required for cutting without further mechanical machining, class
2 – when edges are prepared for arc welding.
Providing a large amount of heat to the object during laser cutting and deviation of the beam
from the intended cutting path leads to the formation of the deviation of the contour cutting the
element from a particular shape or position of the
cutting line.
The are a lot of works in the literature, which
concern the problem of the non-perpendicularity
of the component surface after laser cutting to the
surface of the plate cut.
The authors of the paper [7] have noted that
while cutting a 18 mm plate made of S355J2
steel, there is a slight bulge on the cut surface.
This is probably caused by the weakening of the
laser beam, which, in turn, is somewhat distracted
at the lower cutting edge, causing a groove.
During the laser cutting of a 10 mm plate
made of stainless steel EN 1.4301, the laser
beam, dipping into the material, undergoes deviation from the perpendicularity [1]. Depending on
the cutting conditions, the deviation is between
0,3 mm and 0,75 mm. Such a deviation causes
an increase in the surplus value for subsequent
technological operations and indicates the need
to conduct the finishing treatment [1]. A similar
phenomenon, lack of perpendicularity of the cutting contour, also occurs when 10 mm non-alloy
steel plates are cut after the thermo-mechanical
processing (S700MC) and heat-treated (S690QL)
[3]. The value of the surface inclination index after thermal cutting u is approximately 0,11 mm
and 0,12 mm [3], which allows to qualify the surface to the first class according to PN – EN ISO
9013: 2017 – 04.
The presence of the undesirable phenomenon,
which is the deviation of the contour of the required cutting outline, constitutes prerequisites
for performing the finishing treatment after laser
268

cutting. Elimination of the contour cutting error
is often done by milling and grinding, which is
mainly dedicated for objects with bigger dimensions and more complex shapes [1], or by controlling the cutting parameters, or introducing
appropriate corrections into programs dedicate to
laser cutters.
The application of the above solutions does
not always allow the achievement of the intended
effects, so it is a good idea to undertake research
in selecting the right machining process, which
will allow for a complete or partial elimination
of the contour cutting error with the simultaneous
improvement of the stereo-metric and physical
properties of the surface layer.
The burnishing , as a finishing machining of
machine components [11], allows to reduce the
surface roughness [8] and to increase the material
share [16]. It is also possible to shape lubricating micro-plates on the burnished surfaces, which
will increase the abrasion resistance of these
surfaces [2, 12]. During burnishing, the change
in the concentration of defects of the crystalline
structure often takes place, resulting in compressive stresses in the surface layer [17]. The consequence of changes in the proprieties of the
surface layer due to burnishing is the increased
abrasion and fatigue resistance [15]. Brushing,
which is a variant of dynamic burnishing, is successfully used not only to improve the properties
of the surface layer, but also to round the edges of
the workpiece [9].
Considering the positive effects of burnishing, it was considered reasonable to undertake research on the use of this machining to improve the
geometrical accuracy of the laser cut parts. As a
result of burnishing, which is an inoperable treatment method, dimensional changes are caused by
the following factors: plastic deformations and
reduction of surface unevenness, as well as densification and crumbling of the structure [11].
The aim of the study was to evaluate the geometric accuracy of the surface of laser cut components, and then subjected to finishing machining,
that is burnishing, as well as the combines milling
and burnishing.

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
Samples from non-alloy C45 steel were the
object of the study (marked according to PN – EN
10083 – 1:2008). The rectangular 5×8×100 mm
samples were made using the laser cutter LASER
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Amada 3000W of the Amada America Inc. company, using standard cutting parameters (cutting
speed v = 1150 mm/min, power P = 2,15 kW,
frequency fHz = 1280 Hz, gas pressure 0,06 MPa,
focus location +13 mm and oxygen as working
gas). Five ways of surface finishing machining
have been identified after laser cutting:
•• finishing milling,
•• centrifugal burnishing,
•• inishing milling and centrifugal burnishing,
•• burnishing,
•• finishing milling and burnishing.
The finishing milling and centrifugal burnishing process were carried out on the vertical
machining centre FV – 580a. Perimeter milling
was done using double–bit flycutter of the Sandvick company with a diameter of 20 mm with
215880 APKT10 bitts, covered with the TiN
coating. The following parameters were used for
concurrent milling: cutting depth ap = 0,12 mm,
feed per tooth fz = 0,067 mm/tooth, cutting speed
vc = 102 m/min.
During the centrifugal machining, a special
burnishing head was the tool used for the treatment, with a diameter of 70 mm, which has symmetrically distributed burnishing beads with a
diameter of dk = 6,3 mm, in the amount of zk =
12. The following technological parameters were
used during machining: tangential velocity of
the burnishing head vg = 1143 m/min, feed rate
vf = 3648 mm/min, cross traverse fp = 0,08 mm
and traverse g = 0,5mm. The treatment was carried out in the presence of cooling-lubricating
Mobile Cut liquid.
Burnishing was performed on a universal
lathe C11/MB. A burnisher was used as a tool,
consisting of a pressurizing unit and a burnishing
element, which was a ball made of silicon nitride
(Si3N4) with a diameter of dN = 8 mm. During
burnishing, the burnishing power F = 720 N was
used, feed rate f = 0,05 mm/r and synthetic oil
Mobile Vactra Oil.

Fig. 1. The way of the determining u index (u – index, a – thickness of the samples)

The assessment of the dimensional-shape accuracy of laser cut components was performed
after the finishing machining, in accordance
with PN – EN ISO 9013: 2017 – 04. The u index was used as a characteristic value describing
the component quality, determined as the tolerance of perpendicularity or the inclination of the
cutting surface. According to [18], the u index is
the distance between two parallel straight lines,
between which the profile of the cutting surface
is located (fig. 1).
The measurements of the surface inclination
index were made using the optical method, based
on the surface image analysis after laser cutting,
as well as after laser cutting and finishing machining. The 3D digital microscope of the VHX series
– 500 of the Keyence company was used for measurements, equipped with a digital camera with
the ability to enlarge the analysed image from 100
to 1000 times. Figure 2 shows the position used
for the measurements. Five samples were tested,
on which measurement ware taken five times.
Samples, which were tested, were mounted in
a vise bottom surface, which was perpendicular
to the laser beam during the cutting process. The
digital camera was used for scanning the 2 mm x
8 mm surface at 300 times magnification. Then,
with the image analysis software, the contour of
the scanned surface and the cutting surface inclination index u were determined.

RESEARCH RESULTS
The deviation of the shape from the intended
contour, expressed by the inclination of the cutting surface, for C45 steel samples after laser
cutting is u = 0,184 ± 0,019 mm, and the surface
inclination angle after laser cutting 1°24’ ± 0,21’.
According to PN – EN ISO 9013, the obtained
shape deviation value is a prerequisite for conducting mechanical processing. Figure 3 shows
the surface deviation from the intended laser
cutting contour.
The lower edges of samples are rounded,
where the solid material is collected, which contributes to the formation of the metal overhang.
Micro-cracks are also visible on the cut surface
(fig.4a and 4b). The cause of the formation of discontinuities and micro-cracks is the uneven and
rapid cooling of liquid metal on the surface.
Machining with centrifugal burnishing or
burnishing after laser cutting allows for a reduc269
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Fig. 2. View of the station to determine the inclination surface

Fig. 3. Surface contour after laser cutting ( u = 0,21 mm, bevel angle =1,51°)

a)

b)

Fig. 4. View of the surface after laser cutting: a) in the laser beam input zone, b) in the laser beam output zone
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tion of the surface inclination u (fig. 5). Burnishing causes the reduction of the shape deviation by
approximately 39% with respect to values after
laser cutting. This is probably due to the more intense deformation of the striated structure on the
surface after laser cutting. In the case of centrifugal burnishing, the surface inclination decreased
by 42% compared to the u index after laser cut-

Fig. 5. Effect of machining type
on surface inclination index u

ting. The impact energy coming from the burnishing head results in an increase in plastic deformations, which translates into a more even contour
alignment. The surface contour after the finishing
machining is more flattened, and the height difference between the maximum and minimum point
of surface point is also partially reduced (fig. 6).
The machining allowed the reduction of the
contour error. Cutting with a small cutting depth
(ap = 0,12 mm) made it possible to reduce the surface inclination index more than twice. The obtained value of the index u = 0,08 ± 0,004 mm
allows to classify the surface after laser cutting
and finishing milling to the first quality class according to PN – EN ISO 9013: 2017 – 04 (fig. 7).
After a combined machining and burnishing,
the improvement of the contour accuracy is 29%,
for burnishing, and approx. 13% for centrifugal
burnishing, with respect to the u index values after laser cutting and finishing milling (fig. 8). The
combined machining and burnishing gives positive results in the improvement of the contour accuracy. The surface inclination index is smaller
from 62% to 68% with respect to the u value after
laser cutting.

Fig. 6. Surface contour after laser cutting and centrifugal burnishing
(u = 0,105 mm, bevel angle = 0,75 °)

Fig. 7. Surface contour after laser cutting and finishing milling
(u = 0,085 mm, bevel angle = 0,61 °)
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Fig. 8. Effect of machining type on surface inclination index u

SUMMARY
This paper analysed the impact of the component finishing machining on the component
geometrical accuracy after laser cutting. The following conclusions summarize the results of the
performed research:
•• during laser cutting, as a result of the laser
beam deviation from the intended path, the
cutting surface deviation occurs from the intended contour, which constitutes prerequisites for performing mechanical machining,
•• finishing milling allows to reduce the contour
error almost twice, which enables the qualification of the surface to the first quality class
according to PN – EN ISO 9013: 2017 – 04,
•• the treatment of centrifugal burnishing or burnishing for components after laser cutting allows to reduce the surface inclination index
from 39% to 42% with respect to the index
value u after laser cutting,
•• by performing a combined machining and
burnishing treatment, the value of u index decreases from approx. 2,5 times to 3,2 times in
relation to the surface inclination value after
laser cutting.
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